
Remote Curriculum 

Year 9 – Remote Curriculum 

How it Works: 

1. Find the correct week commencing row.  

2. Find today`s day - There are up to 3 different lessons in each day – you won’t run out of work. 

3. Chose a lesson – hold ctrl and click the chosen link. 

a. If you don’t recognise the work, it appears too difficult or the link doesn’t load; 

i. Try another task – look at the previous/next lesson or look at other days. 

4. Some lessons have links to PowerPoints and other resources beneath the video and/or Starter Quiz (LSQ) 

5. Complete any starter quizzes. 

a. Write your answer down 

b. Mark your answers and write down any corrections 

6. Watch the videos and take notes. 

7. Pause if/when instructed to do so to answer questions or respond. 

8. Complete and go onto the next one. 

Week 
Commencing 

Wee Day 
Lesson 1:  

Technical Accuracy 
Lesson 2: 

Dystopia and Creative Writing 
Lesson 3:  

Poetry and Creative Writing 

1/1/2024 A 

Monday    

Tuesday    

Wednesday Past simple verbs and capital letters 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=2098  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=294 
 

Thursday Capital letters and irregular verbs 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=2099  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=297 
 

Friday The ‘Subject’ of the sentence 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=2100  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=301 
 

8/1/2024 B 

Monday Singular and plural subjects 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=323  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=303 
 

Tuesday Incomplete sentences and tense 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=324  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=304 
 

Wednesday Fused sentences and capital letters 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=327  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=307 
 

Thursday Incomplete sentences 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=328  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=309 
 

Friday Fused sentences and comma splicing 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=330  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=311 
 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/past-simple-verbs-and-capital-letters-6xk30e
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=2098
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=2098
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=294
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=294
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/capital-letters-and-irregular-verbs-6gvp8e
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=2099
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=2099
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=297
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=297
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subject-verb-agreement-6wtp2c
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=2100
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=2100
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=301
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=301
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/singular-and-plural-subjects-6njkcc
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=323
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=323
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=303
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=303
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/incomplete-sentences-and-tense-c8tp2d
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=324
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=324
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=304
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=304
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/fused-sentences-and-capital-letters-75h3ge
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=327
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=327
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=307
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=307
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/incomplete-sentences-6gw38t
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=328
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=328
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=309
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=309
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/fused-sentences-and-comma-splices-c4w6cc
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=330
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=330
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=311
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=311


15/1/2024 A 

Monday Starting with ‘and’ 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=332  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=315 
 

Tuesday Develop understanding of past tense 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=334  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=316 
 

Wednesday Past simple tense 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=337  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=317 
 

Thursday Capitalising ‘I’ 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=339  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=319 
 

Friday Avoiding run-on sentences 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=340  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=320 
 

22/1/2024 B 

Monday Fragments 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=341  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=321 
 

Tuesday Avoiding fragments 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=342  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=322 
 

Wednesday Independent clause 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=344  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=334 
 

Thursday Subordinate clauses 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=347  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=324 
 

Friday Subordinate clauses 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=350  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=339 
 

29/1/2024 A 

Monday 
Subordinate conjunctions: although, unless 
and if 

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=352  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=340 
 

Tuesday 
Subordinate conjunctions: even though, 
because and whenever 

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=353  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=341 
 

Wednesday Using multiple subordinate clauses 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=354  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=342 
 

Thursday Punctuating lists 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=356  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=347 
 

Friday 

Punctuating lists in subordinate clauses 

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=358  

 https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=350 
 

5/2/2024 B 

Monday 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=360  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=353 
 

Tuesday 
Punctuating speech 

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=358  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=354 
 Wednesday 

Thursday 
Refining punctuation in creative writing 

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=358  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=356 
 Friday 

February Half Term Holiday 

19/2/2024 A 
Monday    

Tuesday 
Direct speech: Varying punctuation and 
dialogue tags 

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=146&lesson=1860  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=358 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/starting-sentences-with-and-6rw34c
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=332
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=332
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=315
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=315
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/when-it-happened-6mw6ac
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=334
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=334
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=316
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=316
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/past-simple-tense-cmv6ar
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=337
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=337
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=317
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=317
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/capitalising-i-75gpcr
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=339
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=339
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=319
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=319
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/avoiding-run-on-sentences-c5h62t
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=340
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=340
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=320
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=320
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/fragments-c9gp4c
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=341
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=341
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=321
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=321
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/avoiding-fragments-60w34t
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=342
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=342
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=322
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=322
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/independent-clauses-c8vkje
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=344
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=344
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=334
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=334
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subordinate-clauses-64w3ac
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=347
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=347
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=324
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=324
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subordinate-clauses-c5hkgd
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=350
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=350
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=339
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=339
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subordinate-conjunctions-although-unless-and-if-c9gk0d
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subordinate-conjunctions-although-unless-and-if-c9gk0d
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=352
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=352
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=340
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=340
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subordinate-conjunctions-even-though-because-and-whenever-cdhkac
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subordinate-conjunctions-even-though-because-and-whenever-cdhkac
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=353
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=353
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=341
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=341
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/using-multiple-subordinate-clauses-cctkac
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=354
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=354
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=342
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=342
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/punctuating-lists-68upat
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=356
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=356
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=347
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=347
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/punctuating-lists-in-subordinate-clauses-cgtk2d
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=358
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=358
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=350
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=350
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=360
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=360
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=353
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=353
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/punctuating-speech-correctly-crwp6c
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=358
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=358
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=354
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=354
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/refining-punctuation-in-creative-writing-6mu62t
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=358
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=358
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=356
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=356
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/direct-speech-varying-punctuation-and-dialogue-tags-cdgkec
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/direct-speech-varying-punctuation-and-dialogue-tags-cdgkec
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1860
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1860
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=358
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=358


Wednesday 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=360 
 

Thursday 
Direct speech – Moving dialogue tags and 
using pronouns 

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=146&lesson=1861  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=363 
 

Friday 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=365 
 

26/2/2024 B 

Monday 

Breaking up direct speech with dialogue tags 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=146&lesson=1862  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=366 
 

Tuesday 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=389 
 

Wednesday 
Breaking up direct speech with dialogue tags 
and introducing additional speakers 

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=146&lesson=1863  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=390 
 

Thursday 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=391 
 

Friday 
Punctuating speech correctly: Applying the 
rules when writing creatively 

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=146&lesson=1864  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=392 
 

4/3/2024 A 

Monday 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=394 
 

Tuesday 

Sentence overview 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=146&lesson=1865  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=397 
 

Wednesday 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=399 
 

Thursday 

Grammar for writing: Sentence construction 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=146&lesson=1866 

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=400 
 

Friday 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=402 
 

11/3/2024 B 

Monday 
Grammar for writing: Using semicolons to link 
main clauses 

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=146&lesson=1867 

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=405 
 

Tuesday 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=406 
 

Wednesday 

Grammar for writing: The colon 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=146&lesson=1868  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=407 
 

Thursday 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=408 
 

Friday 
Grammar for writing: Using brackets and 
dashes 

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=146&lesson=1869  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=410 
 

18/3/2024 A Monday 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=412 
 

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=360
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=360
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/direct-speech-moving-dialogue-tags-and-using-pronouns-61gkgc
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/direct-speech-moving-dialogue-tags-and-using-pronouns-61gkgc
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1861
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1861
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=363
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=363
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=365
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=365
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/breaking-up-direct-speech-with-dialogue-tags-cnjkgd
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1862
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1862
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=366
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=48&lesson=366
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=111&lesson=389
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=111&lesson=389
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/breaking-up-direct-speech-with-dialogue-tags-and-introducing-additional-speakers-6cwk8r
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Tuesday 
Grammar for Writing: Embedding skills to use 
a range of grammatical structures 

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=146&lesson=1869  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=419 
 

Wednesday 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=422 
 

Thursday The ‘Subject’ of the sentence 

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=146&lesson=1870  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=425 
 

Friday Singular and plural subjects 
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=428 
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Monday Incomplete sentences and tense https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=358  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=431 
 Tuesday Fused sentences and capital letters 

Wednesday Incomplete sentences https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=48&lesson=360  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-
curriculum?group=111&lesson=433 
 Thursday Fused sentences and comma splicing 

Friday    

 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/embedding-skills-to-use-a-range-of-grammatical-structures-68t3cc
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https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/fused-sentences-and-comma-splices-c4w6cc

